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The Gruffalo Spring And Summer Nature Trail
Gruffalo Explorers
Jumbeelia, a girl giant, loves the stories of the iggly plop who climbed up the
bimblestonk and was chased back down again by a giant. Growing her own
bimblestonk, she climbs down it and finds a whole world of iggly plops - our world, in
fact, where Colette, Stephen and Poppy are very surprised to find themselves collected
up into a bag and carried off back up the beanstalk. So begins a wild and wonderful tale
of how three children escape from an over-enthusiastic giant girl, her very-pregnant
giant mum, and her very nasty adolescent giant brother. A BIG adventure for some tiny
people!
Love Monster is a slightly hairy monster trying to fit in with the cuddly residents of
Cutesville. But as it turns out, it's hard to fit in with the cute and the fluffy when you're a
googly-eyed monster. And so, Love Monster sets out to find someone who will love him
just the way he is. His journey is not easy—he looks high, low, and even middle-ish. But
as he soon finds out, in the blink of a googly eye, love can find you when you least
expect it. Look out for Love Monster and the Perfect Present, coming in Fall 2014.
Foreword by Fearne Cotton. The Joy Journal for Magical Everyday Play by Laura
Brand showcases fifty engaging activities for creative, everyday playtime to encourage
a connection to nature, sense of joy and bonding with your kids, while nurturing your
own inner child too. The activities are mindful, creative and, crucially, very easy things
to make and do with children that you will enjoy as much as they will. From moon sand
to flower soup and nature wands there are short, long, loud and quiet activities to take
you from morning to evening – each with a focus on the risk factors: volume of effort vs
child engagement and mess. Laura Brand has been testing these while writing and
raising her two-under-two, and shares the happy accidents and road blocks she’s hit
along the way in honest, open and often funny introductions to each of the exercises.
This beautiful handbook will help you to inject fun, mindfulness and craft into bathtimes, rainy afternoons, long journeys and play dates and to resist (as much as
possible!) the temptation to succumb to screen time. Chapters take you through the
seasons, with indoor, outdoor and on-the-go activities that are easy and fun every day.
The Joy Journal will arm you with a variety of fun, focussed activities made with store
cupboard and easily foraged supplies that you can turn to time and again.
Your kids will enjoy this classic story even more in this beautiful Read & Listen edition.
A baby bird is hatched while his mother is away. Fallen from his nest, he sets out to
look for her and asks everyone he meets—including a dog, a cow, and a plane—"Are you
my mother?" This ebook includes Read & Listen audio narration.
It's hard when summer ends, but the hearty season that follows overflows with holidays,
sports, and fun. In this companion to Spring Things, the author and illustrator pay
tribute to fall.
** OVER 1 MILLION YOU CHOOSE BOOKS SOLD ** Make up your very own fairy tale
adventure where YOU CHOOSE what happens next! Which fairy tale hero would you
like to be today? Where will you go on your fairy tale quest? And what fairy tale baddy
would you least like to meet? The possibilities are infinite in this captivating creative
toolkit which will inspire children from three up to make their own stories again and
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again. A magical sequel to YOU CHOOSE, YOU CHOOSE YOUR DREAMS and YOU
CHOOSE IN SPACE - it's spell-binding!
From Julia Donaldson, the bestselling author of The Gruffalo, comes Christmas with
Princess Mirror-Belle, the exciting adventures of a princess with a difference. Beautifully
illustrated by Lydia Monks, Christmas with Princess Mirror-Belle features two festive
stories from Julia Donaldson, as well as some festive things to make and do. This is the
perfect book for fans of this bestselling picture book team and who are beginning to
read on their own. Ellen gets a big shock when her reflection climbs out of a mirror. But
Mirror-Belle is a double with a difference! She is a princess, and a very mischievous
one at that. Join Mirror-Belle as she sweeps Ellen into hilarious Christmassy escapades
– from joining in with the Christmas ballet show to attending Ellen's friend's fancy-dress
party and trying to catch Father Christmas! You can always guarantee that wherever
Mirror-Belle goes, trouble will follow.
The Gruffalo's Child BIG Activity Book is based on the bestselling story by Julia
Donaldson and Axel Scheffler. With forty-eight pages stuffed full of things to make, do,
and colour in, games to play and puzzles to solve, plus over two hundred resuable
stickers, there's plenty to keep children busy for hours in this bumper activity book. It's
perfect for rainy days, holidays -- or any day at all!Do you dare enter Gruffalo cave and
add your own cave paintings to the wall? Are you clever enough to solve the maze and
help the Gruffalo's Child find her way out of the deep dark wood? Can you get creative
and make your very own snowflake blizzard? And are you brave enough to draw the
biggest, baddest Big Bad Mouse you can possibly imagine . . . ?A compilation of
favourite and brand new activities, including: colouring, games, spot the difference,
make-your-own decorations, a giant sticker scene -- and much more!
A bold and graphic farm-to-table story, told entirely in words beginning with the letter "s"! From
sowing seeds in spring to savoring succotash, follow the creation of a family meal from the
farm to the picnic table on a warm summer evening. Told entirely in words beginning with the
letter "s," this book will give children an appreciation for the process by which their food travels
to the dinner table. Mike Austin cleverly incorporates Rubin Pfeffer's words into his art and
creates a visual feast in which kids will love to indulge! Layers of humor and storytelling make
this worth many revisits.
A chunky touch and feel book based on the bestselling modern classic, The Gruffalo.
Mr. Magee and his trusty dog, Dee, are enjoying a peaceful camping trip when all of a sudden
they find themselves plunging down a mountain and teetering on the edge of a huge waterfall!
How will they find their way out of this slippery situation? Chris Van Dusen, the creator of Down
to the Sea with Mr. Magee, has filled this new adventure with charming illustrations and a
playful, rhyming text. A fun read-aloud for children (and adults!) on campouts or snuggling at
home!
A forbidden relationship unbalances the lives of a student at Cambridge, a musically talented
Eurasian heiress, and of those closest to her, with profound ramifications involving China,
Russia and the USA. Love, jealousy, politics and wealth collide.
A gorgeous lift-the-flap counting game that pairs parent animals with their babies, from the
bestselling author of Room on the Broom. From a bat and its pup, to a frog and its twelve
tadpoles, young readers will delight in counting each creature's babies and learning unusual
scientific names for young animals. With rhyming text, lift-the-flaps and peekaboo holes, and a
surprise search-and-find element, this is a read-aloud delight and preschool must-have.
The nation's favourite bedtime story, now in a classic board book format with a fresh cover
design!"A mouse took a stroll through the deep dark wood, A fox saw the mouse and the
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mouse looked good." Walk further into the deep dark wood, and discover what happens when
a quick-witted mouse comes face to face with an owl, a snake... and a hungry Gruffalo! Julia
Donaldson and Axel Scheffler's The Gruffalo is an undisputed modern classic and has become
a best-selling phenomenon across the world with over 13.5 million copies sold. This awardwinning rhyming story of a mouse and a monster has found its way into the hearts and
bedtimes of an entire generation of children and will undoubtedly continue to enchant children
for years and years to come. No home should be without The Gruffalo! This handy board book
format is perfect for younger readers. It features the classic story with a stunning redesigned
cover and beautiful finish, making it a must-have for even the smallest Donaldson and
Scheffler fans! Also available in board book format and with striking redesigned covers are:
The Gruffalo's Child, Room on the Broom, The Snail and the Whale, The Smartest Giant in
Town, Monkey Puzzle, Charlie Cook's Favourite Book, and A Squash and a Squeeze.
From tiny ants to enormous elephants, there’s a kiss for everyone in this warm and cozy feelgood story. Includes audio! Find out if worms kiss underground, with the soil all around, or if
fish kiss with a splash and a splish in this eBook with audio. With an irresistible text that begs
to be read aloud and adorable illustrations, parents and grandparents will love sharing this
collection of affection with the youngest of readers.
Simple text reveals the anticipation of a boy who, having planted seeds while everything
around is brown, fears that something has gone wrong until, at last, the world turns green. By
the Caldecott-winning artist of A Sick Day for Amos McGee.

This beautifully illustrated activity book brings together intriguing puzzles and
amazing facts all about animals from around the world. Can you guide a polar
bear across a maze made from ice floes? Or use your colouring pencils to reveal
the chameleon hidden in the branches of the jungle canopy? Or join the dots to
reveal the biggest animal that has ever lived? Full of puzzles, colouring and facts,
this is the perfect book for creative and curious kids aged 7+.
A young boy creates a summer playhouse by planting sunflowers and saves the
seeds to make another house the next year.
It's the Grouchy Ladybug's 20th birthday. To celebrate, we are introducing a new,
larger format edition with brighter, more colorful pages created from Eric Carle's
original artwork using the latest reproduction technology. The Grouchy Ladybug
is bigger and brigher, as irascible but irresistable as ever and will surely delight
new generations of readers, as well as her devoted fans of all ages. Happy
Birthday, Grouchy Ladybug!
As one creature passes it on to the next, Chack the blackbird's message to his
friend Apollo the swallow undergoes major changes.
Rhyming text and illustrations featuring the letters from A to Z follow Patty as she
plants pumpkins and watches them grow.
After gathering lost seeds during the summer, a kind woman tends and instructs
them throughout the fall and winter before sending them out in the spring to find
roots of their own.
A fun-filled outdoor activity book, based on four bestselling picture books by Julia
Donaldson and Axel Scheffler.
"How I long to sail!" said the tiny snail.One little snail longs to see the world and
hitches a lift on the tail of an enormous whale. Together they go on an amazing
journey, past icebergs and volcanoes, sharks and penguins, and the little snail
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feels so small in the vastness of the world. But when disaster strikes and the
whale is beached in a bay, it's the tiny snail's big plan that saves the day.The
Snail and the Whale is a delightful tale of adventure and friendship by the
unparalleled picture-book partnership of Julia Donaldson and Axel Scheffler,
creators of The Gruffalo. This handy board book format is perfect for younger
readers. It features the classic story with a stunning new cover design and
beautiful finish, making it a must-have for even the smallest Donaldson and
Scheffler fans! Also available in board book format and with striking new cover
designs are:The Gruffalo, The Gruffalo's Child, Room on the Broom, The
Smartest Giant in Town, Monkey Puzzle, Charlie Cook's Favourite Book, and A
Squash and a Squeeze.
This wildly funny twist on the "How I spent my summer vacation" school-essay ritual
details one child's imaginary adventures over the summer and is perfect for back-toschool reading! Most kids go to camp over the summer, or to Grandma's house, or
maybe they're stuck at home. Not Wallace Bleff. He was supposed to visit his Aunt
Fern. Instead, Wallace insists, he was carried off by cowboys and taught the ways of
the West--from riding buckin' broncos to roping cattle. Lucky for Aunt Fern, he showed
up at her house just in time to divert a stampede from her barbecue party! Perfect for
back-to-school read-alouds, here's a western fantasy with sparkling illustrations and
enough action to knock kids' boots off!
From Julia Donaldson, the bestselling author of The Gruffalo, comes Princess MirrorBelle, the exciting adventures of a mischievous princess. Full of black-and-white
illustrations by Lydia Monks, Princess Mirror-Belle is perfect for fans of this bestselling
picture-book team and who are beginning to read on their own. This bind-up of two
fantastic books, Princess Mirror-Belle and Princess Mirror-Belle and the Party Hoppers,
contains six delightful stories that children will come back to again and again. Ellen's life
is turned upside down by the hilarious Mirror-Belle, a spirited princess who claims to be
from somewhere mysterious and far away. She appears out of mirrors to tell Ellen
magical stories and take her on exciting escapades. From battling with Dragon Pox to
helping out with the local pantomime, celebrating birthdays, having fun at the fair and
starting at a new school, there are always adventures to be had! This book contains the
following stories: 1. Princess Mirror-Belle - The Dragon Pox - Ellen's Castle - Princess
Mirror-Belle and Snow White 2. Princess Mirror-Belle and the Party Hoppers - The
Party Hoppers - Wobblesday - The Love-Potion Crisps
A mother and her toddler end up being caught in a summer rainstorm on their walk
through Vancouver streets. Beautifully illustrated by Christina Leist, this simple story will
be a fun bedtime read for everyone.
The Gruffalo returns with his very own song to introduce a truly monster music session!
As well as being the UK's most successful picture book author, Julia Donaldson is a
gifted songwriter for children. The Gruffalo Song and Other Songs contains nine of her
best-loved songs, including The Gruffalo, A Squash and a Squeeze and Monkey
Puzzle, as well as a number of fun-filled action songs. Brilliantly illustrated throughout
by household name and star illustrator, Axel Scheffler, each score includes piano
accompaniment and guitar chords. The songs will be familiar to anyone who has heard
them on TV or radio or enjoyed one of Julia's hugely popular live performances. Now
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everyone can sing along!
Ellen's life is turned upside down by the hilarious Mirror-Belle, a spirited princess who
claims to be from somewhere mysterious and far away. She appears out of mirrors to
tell Ellen magical stories and take her on exciting escapades. From battling with Dragon
Pox to helping out with the local pantomime, celebrating birthdays, having fun at the fair
and starting at a new school, there are always adventures to be had when Mirror-Belle
is around.
The original family classic is now available in a glorious, midi size with a new heart-felt
cover, ideal for Valentine's Day sharing. Full color.
Superworm is super-long. Superworm is super-strong. Watch him wiggle! See him
squirm! Hip, hip, hooray for SUPERWORM! Never fear, Superworm's here! He can fish
Spider out of a well, and rescue Toad from a busy road. But who will come to
Superworm's rescue, when he's captured by a wicked Wizard Lizard? Luckily, all of
Superworm's insect friends have a cunning plan. From the creators of The Gruffalo is a
super new adventure with a wriggly, squiggly hero you'll never forget.
The Gruffalo Spring and Summer Nature TrailMacmillan Children's Books
Monster proves he’s not that great in the great outdoors in this heartwarming tale of
camping and friendship by New York Times bestselling author Deborah Underwood. It
takes a little convincing, but with the promise of food, Monster decides to join Mouse on
a camping trip. Things quickly go awry when Mouse takes off to explore, because, well,
Monster gets hungry. He starts with just a little snack—the lantern. And the sleeping
bags are hard to resist. Then the tent . . . Stranded in the wild with no supplies, what
are a monster and a mouse to do? Join these friends on an unforgettable camping trip,
perfect for reading snuggled in a sleeping bag or curled on a couch.
Looks at how germs can spread such diseases as the common cold by following the
journey of the germs that fly out of a boy's mouth when he sneezes in class without
using a tissue, showing how colds spread or not depending on hygiene practices.
Gruffalo Party Fun! Get ready to party with the Gruffalo! Learn how to host your very
own Gruffalo Party with this brand new sticker activity book, packed with Gruffalothemed party games, recipes and make-and-do activities, including invites and thank
you cards, Mouse masks, Owl and Snake decorations, the Icky Sticky Gruffalo
Guessing Game - and over 90 stickers! Party pack includes sticker activity book plus 20
sheets of colourful collage paper, 15 Gruffalo stencils and a Stick the Wart on the
Gruffalo game - all neatly packaged in a party bag.
Calling all nature explorers! Grab your wellies and learn all about the natural world
around you with this colourful spotter guide. Gruffalo Explorers is packed with fun
spring and summer themed outdoor activities and hundreds of stickers - a brilliant book
for all the family.This activity book is the perfect size for even the youngest nature
lovers and fans of Julia Donaldson and Axel Scheffler's much-loved Gruffalo. It's full of
great activities that are based around seeing and engaging with nature and the outside
world. This fun sticker activity book is about stopping, seeing, listening and collecting in
a way that's accessible and fun, with activities that link into the Early Years Foundation
Stage (EYFS) of the curriculum.
Bestselling sequel to the smash-hit picture book, The Gruffalo, in a classic board book
format with a fresh cover design!"The Gruffalo said that no gruffalo should, Ever set
foot in the deep dark wood." But one wild and windy night the Gruffalo's child disobeys
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her father's warnings and ventures out into the snow. After all, the Big Bad Mouse
doesn't really exist... does he? The Gruffalo's Child is the number one bestselling, muchloved sequel to the worldwide picture-book phenomenon that is The Gruffalo. Julia
Donaldson's trademark rhyming text and Axel Scheffler's brilliant, characterful
illustrations combine once more to ensure that the Gruffalo's Child has followed firmly in
her father's footsteps and that her story is one that children will ask for again, and
again... and again! This handy board book format is perfect for younger readers. It
features the classic story with a stunning redesigned cover and beautiful finish, making
it a must-have for even the smallest Donaldson and Scheffler fans! Also available in
board book format and with striking redesigned covers are: The Gruffalo, Room on the
Broom, The Snail and the Whale, The Smartest Giant in Town, Monkey Puzzle, Charlie
Cook's Favourite Book, and A Squash and a Squeeze.
*** BILL ODDIE READS GOOSE*** When Sophie meets Goose on a trip to the park,
they soon become inseparable. An enchanting story about an unusual and heartwarming friendship. AGES: 3-4 AUTHOR: Laura Wall has been exhibiting her art in
galleries around the Southwest of England since she was a teenager and is well-known
for her series of paintings called 'Love at the Seaside'. You can often find her in
bookshops, or on the beach getting her next bit of inspiration. SELLING POINTS: *
Loveable, humorous character * Bold, colourful illustrations * Heart-warming and
humorous stories * Read alone or share at storytime * Fabulous, collectable series
When Holly sees a falling star, she wishes for a small cuddly kitten but finds a big
scruffy cat instead.
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